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ABSTRACT 
J. D. Dixon has characterized those pairs (n,F), where n is a positive integer and 
F a field, for which every locally nilpotent subgroup of GL(n,F) is nilpotent. He 
showed further that these pairs (n, F) have the stronger property that there is a 
bound on the nilpotency class of the nilpotent subgroups of GL(n,F). In this note we 
show that these pairs (n,F) have the still stronger property that every subgroup of 
GL( n, F) has finite bounded central height. Our main result generalizes to groups of 
automorphisms of Noetherian modules over commutative rings. 
In [l] J.. D. Dixon characterizes those pairs (n,F), where n is a positive 
integer and F a (commutative) field, for which every locally nilpotent 
subgroup of GL(n, F) is nilpotent. He shows further that these pairs (n, F) 
have the stronger property that there is a bound on the nilpotency class of 
the nilpotent subgroups of GL(n,F), the bound being explicitly given in 
terms of n and the structure of F. The object of this note is to show that 
these pairs (n, F) have the still stronger property that every subgroup of 
GL(n, F) has finite central height, bounded again in terms of n and F. 
Curiously, given Dixon’s results, this strengthening does not depend upon 
the structure of F. We prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a linear group of &gree n each of whose 
nilpotent subgroups has class at most k. Then G has finite central height at 
most kn+n!. 
In fact, Theorem 1’ below produces a slightly better bound from some- 
what weaker hypotheses. Theorem 1 generalizes to commutative rings. 
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THEOREM 2. Let M be a Noetherian module over the commutative ring 
R. Then there exists an integer h such that if k is any positive integer and if 
G is any group of R-automorphisms of M each of whose nilpotent subgroups 
has class at most k, then G has finite central height at most hk. 
Our terminology and notation is standard and can be found, for example, 
in :21. 
LEMMA 1. For each integer m > 2, 




1 -(m-l) im(m-1) 
0 1 -m 
Here the determinant has degree m-l and (i,j)th entry (-l)iei+l( i:‘). 
Proof. Write d, for the above determinant. Trivially the result is true 
for m = 2. Assume it is true for i < m. Repeated expansion from the final row 
yields 
m-l m-l 
,j,= x (y)di-m=- x (-l)i-‘(T)4 
i=2 i=l 
by the induction hypothesis. Now 
so replacing i by i - 1, we obtain 
~~~(m~‘)(-l)i =(-l)m-lm I 
because of the binomial expansion of (1 - l)‘“- ‘, 
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LEMMA 2. Let H be a group, h an element of H of finite ora’~~ m and k 
a positive integer. Then in the group ring ZH of H we have 
mk-‘(h-1)E f: (h-l)?, 
r=k 
where Z=(k-l)(m-l)+l. 
Proof, For trivial reasons we may assume that k > 1 and m > 1. Using 
the binomial theorem on (h - 1)’ and (I- 1)’ we obtain 




(h-l)“= isi (-l)m-i(T)(hi-l), 
since h” = 1. Regard these as m-l equations in (h-l),...,(h”-i-1). The 
determinant of coefficients is exactly the d, of Lemma 1, so Cramer’s rule 
yields 
m(h-1)E x (h-l)?. 
r=2 
This proves the lemma in the case k = 2. 
Assume the lemma is true for some k = i z 2. Then 
(i-l)(m-1) 
mi-‘(h-l)E(h-1) 2 (h-1)‘Z . 
r=i-I ) 
Thus by the case k = 2 we have 
m’(h-l)E( :2(h-1)rZ)( ii~~f~l’(h-l)rZ) 
i(m-l)+l 
c x (h-1)‘Z 
r=i+l 
and the lemma follows by induction on k. 
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LEMMA 3. Let H be a finite group of order m = ptlp?. . .pr%, where the 
pi are distinct primes and e, > e2 > . . . > e,. Then for any positive integer k 
the subquotient ring 
z: P-V 
hEH 
‘= x (h-l)?H 
hEH 
of the group ring ZH is nilpotent with its e,( k - l)( m - 1) th power zero. 
Proof. Lemma 2 implies that m k- ‘R = (0). Now R is Z-spanned by 
m - 1 elements and is a direct sum (as rings) of its primary components. The 
p,-primary component of R has composition length at most ei(k- l)(m - 1). 
Finally, R is nilpotent by [2, (13.6)], and the lemma follows. W 
COROLLARY. Assume H, m, e, and k are as in Lemma 3. If A is any 
H-module such that[a, kh] = a( h - l)k = 0 for all a E A and h E H, then A is 
H-hypercentral with H-central height at most I= e,(k- l)(m- 1); that is, 
[A, $4 = (0). 
Proof. We have Ann,,A > Z hEH(h- l)kZH by hypothesis. Thus in the 
notation of Lemma 3 we have 
If n is a positive integer and p is a prime, write (n), for the largest 
integer e such that p e divides n!. 
LEMMA 4. For all n and p as above, (n)p < (n)z < n. 
Proof. It is well known and easily seen that if 
n=a,+a,p+.** +a,p’, 
where O< a,<p for each i, then (n),=(p-l)-‘(n-Xai). Thus (n),<in 
for all odd p. Taking p = 2 in this expression for n, we obtain 
i(n-a,)<(n),<n, 
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since ~~~~a~+a,+2a,+2~u~+~~~ + 2’- ‘u, = i (a, + n). Thus for all odd p 
we have (n), < i(n - 1) < (n)s. n 
THEOREM 1’. Let G be a linear group of degree n 22, k a positive 
integer and N a normul subgroup of G such that [x, kg] = 1 for all x E N and 
gEG. Then [N,,G]=(l) for 2=(n),(kn!-n!-k+2). 
The case n = 1 is clearly of no interest. If n = 2, then Z= k, so here at least the 
bound is the best possible. 
Proof. We may assume that G is a subgroup of GL( n, F), where F is 
algebraically closed. Set K = p(N), the subgroup of GL(n, F) generated by 
the elements of the Jordan decompositions of the elements of N (cf. [2], 
Chapter 7). Now N lies in the hypercenter of G by a result of K. W. 
Gruenberg [2,(8.15)]. Thus K lies in the hypercenter of KG by [2,(7.17)]. 
Further, K = KU X K, by [2, (7.14g)], where K, is unipotent and Kd is a 
d-group. It follows from [2,(4.13)] that K, has G-central height at most 
fn(n- 1). 
Kd contains, [2,(8.4)] d’ g a ia onalizable normal subgroup D of KG such 
that K,/D is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group on n symbols. 
(D can further be chosen so that Kd/ D is a q’-group for q = char F > 0. This 
can be used to sharpen the bound very slightly in the case where charF =2.) 
Also, K,/D is nilpotent, so its G-central-height is the maximum of the 
G-central heights of its Sylow subgroups. The G-central height of a p-sub- 
group of K,/D, for p a prime, cannot exceed its composition length. Thus 
the G-central height of K,/D is at most 
max{(n),:p prime}=(n),, 
by Lemma 4. 
An elementary result ([2]1.12, essentially due to Blichfeldt) shows that 
the order of G/C,(D) is finite and divides n!. Since K = NK,,, so D is 
G-isomorphic to a factor of N. Thus [d, kg] = 1 for every d ED and g E G. 
The corollary to Lemma 3, with H= G/C,(D), now yields that D has 
G-central height at most (n),(k - l)(n! - 1). We have now shown that K, and 
hence N, has G-central height at most 
except where k = 1 when the result is trivial. n 
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THEOREM 2’. Let M be a Noetherian module over the commutative ring 
R. Then there exists an integer h such that if k is any positive integer and if 
G is any group of R-automorphisms of M with a normal subgroup N such 
that [x, kg] = 1 f or all x E N and g E G, then [N, hkG] = (1). 
Proof. By [3] there exists n > 2 and a finite set F,, 
n 
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2: Let G be any group each of whose 
nilpotent subgroups has class at most k. Write N for the hypercentre of G 
and let g E G. Then N( g) is locally nilpotent and hence nilpotent of class at 
most k. Therefore [~,~g] = 1 for all x EN. Theorem 1 now follows from 
Theorem 1’ and Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 from Theorem 2’. 
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